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At Port Stephens, where
waterways reign supreme, this
purpose-built holiday residence
takes inspiration from its coastal
surroundings and has a definite
beach-home feel reminiscent
of the trendy Long Island and
Hampton areas of the USA.

As appeared in Hunter Lifestyle Magazine December/January 2010.
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our first impression upon stepping into the open foyer of
Point Vista, in Vista Parade at Soldiers Point, is WOW!
The picture-perfect outlook captures expansive views
of the harbour as well as Tomaree and Yacaaba headland,
Broughton Island and beyond to the horizon.
These same views were the deciding factor eight years
ago to purchase the once-overgrown block of land which was
standing quite alone surrounded by a well-established residential
neighbourhood.
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“Point Vista” blends the best of contemporary and
traditional beach-house architecture and styling.
The purchaser, Sarah and her husband, held a long-time ambition
to build their first home together on the site and take a strong foothold
in the Port Stephens region, which is Sarah’s home town – a place
where she grew up and has fond memories of.
Sarah is married to an engineer, whose position with a construction
company requires them to be constantly on the move wherever a
project demands his expertise, living in rented homes and serviced
apartments.
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As appeared in Hunter Lifestyle Magazine December/January 2010.

“We have lived in 10 different houses in 12 years – not counting
the many serviced apartments between the times of finding shortterm rentals,” said Sarah.
“We were living in Victoria at the time we purchased the land.
Bidding at the auction was via a phone link with the agent. In
hindsight, perhaps it was a little naïve or maybe brave of us when
you consider the steepness of the site, the extent of the excavation
required and the fact the block was mostly volcanic granite. Perhaps
this was the reason the land had sat there vacant for so long.”
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The proposed, three-bedroom residence was to be the
owners’ holiday home and an income earner to offset their
mortgage. They planned on staying there for their own occasional
holiday during out-of-peak times while they themselves rented
wherever a contract project took them.
Sarah, a dynamic young mother with plenty of enthusiastic
get up and go, took the project on as her own and in the
ensuing years leading up its completion, became a glossy home
magazine junkie, gathering ideas of furnishings and fittings to
create her own design style.
“The first person we consulted was architect Paul Sinclair, of
Port Stephens, now retired, who had designed the residence
next door to our block. With a little gentle persuasion, Paul
somewhat reluctantly at first took on the project because of
the various challenges he had already experienced when he
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designed the house next door. We presented him with our long
list of “must haves” to design a concept for the home.
“After considering the first plan we realised we had overdosed
on “must haves” and it greatly exceeded our budget, so we
decided to downsize the design and make the home more
family-orientated, as we only had one child and really didn’t
need a parents’ retreat on the upper level. We decided on a
compromise with three bedrooms on the ground floor facing
the water views.
“Paul’s experience was invaluable, as he himself had
transformed his own residence for holiday rental use, as we
planned to do, and proposed numerous practical design
concepts such as an owner’s lockable room located at the rear
of the double garage to store our personal effects.

Sinclair’s clients wanted a design that was contemporary and
functional with an easy maintenance level and open-plan living
with just the right amount of personality that capitalised on the
view and wouldn’t date in 20 years.
The building project was handed to local Anna Bay builder,
Graham Bakker of Bakker Homes whilst the couple lived
interstate. Fortunately, the closeness to Williamtown Airport
made coming back to the Bay easy during the construction
period. Sarah would stay with her family in Port Stephens,
making inspections at crucial stages, accompanied by her sixyear-old son.
Many of the building materials chosen differed from the norm,
such as soaring, five-metre-high tongue and groove timber
ceilings throughout the main living space and wide, recycled
tallow-wood floorboards sourced from Australian Architectural

As appeared in Hunter Lifestyle Magazine December/January 2010.

Hardwoods at Kempsey. The outdoor decks have been left in
their natural state whilst the internal floors have been re-milled
and had a matt finish applied to retain much of the original
character.
Located within minutes of Nelson Bay, “Point Vista” is a
three-bedroom, tri-level house which allows accommodation
for a maximum of eight guests. Due to its elevated position,
panoramic views and breezes are enjoyed from all levels. The
top floor has a double lock-up garage and main entrance. The
second level has high ceilings, an open-plan lounge, dining area
and gourmet kitchen and powder room/toilet.
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The open-plan living area has a kitchen which will give
pleasure to any discerning chef. The Caesar Stone island
bench has been fitted with an amazing twelve, soft-closing
storage drawers and all the appliances have been integrated
behind white, two-pack polyurethane matt kitchen soft-closing
cupboards, with routed doors created by Seaside Cabinets.
The company also created the cabinetry in the three
bathrooms and laundry. The appliances are functional, such as
the zip tap with its instant boiling and chilled / filtered water,
without compromising on aesthetics. Another example is a Miele
refrigerator concealed behind four opening doors giving easy
access to fridge and freezer equipped with automatic ice maker.
Great thought has been applied to the workability of the
kitchen, especially when entertaining a crowd of family and
friends.
Bespoke furniture personalises the home, with every piece
holding a specific purpose for its space. There is no clutter or
overcrowding.
The high-quality, custom-built furniture was created by
Beachwood Furniture at Avalon. To accommodate the television
and workings of the DVD, CD, Foxtel and electronic equipment,
the couple designed a custom-built entertainment unit with
slatted doors to allow for easy remote-control usage without
them needing to be opened. The same firm built the coffee and
dining table (glass tops were added by Sarah for easy care), the
master bedroom suite, bunk beds and other pieces right down
to a children’s stool to reach the hand basin.
Throughout all the rooms, a consistency of style has been
maintained and provides an essential connector as you
make your way through the living areas to the bedrooms and
bathrooms.
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I just loved the sandstone-clad walls and bench seats in the
pool area and decided it would look perfect laid on the
driveway and walkways as well.
Creating these areas with a similar style and atmosphere
proved an easy task, while Vivid White painted walls and touches
of ivory make for a smooth transition through the different zones
of the home, adding to the ambience of the entire space.

surrounding the pool and stainless steel handrails on the
staircase plus drainage grates on the driveway and walkways.
When the building project was well advanced, the couple
made the decision to build an in-ground, fully tiled ozone plunge

White timber shutters, created by Heritage Blinds, give the

pool, positioned off the living areas and sheltered from the north-

nautical theme through the living area while downstairs the

easterly winds. Due to the confined space, it was a case of “do

bedrooms have blinds concealed in purpose-built bulkheads.

it now or never!” The end result is both visually appealing and an

The decorative touches create a “less is more” feel, which is

asset to the occupants of the property, as two swim jets allow

enhanced by a nautical colour theme of crisp white, navy and

you to use the pool for fitness as well as recreation.

aqua blue.

The bench seat along one side is perfect for the kids to

The outdoors integrates with the living room onto the large

play while supervised by parents sitting on the built-in bench

viewing rear deck as the six-panelled glass sliding door stacks

seating and surrounding entertainment area. The material used

back into two panels leaving a four-metre opening.

for the feature walls and bench seating area was sourced from

Two lazy chairs and an eight-seat table provide the perfect
place to relax and enjoy the view, or indulge in dining and
cocktails at sunset or a more casual barbecue meal.

Eco Outdoor.
“I just loved the sandstone-clad walls and bench seats in the
pool area and decided it would look perfect laid on the driveway

Graham Stainless constructed the deck’s glass balustrade,

and walkways as well,” said Sarah. “ Eco Outdoor showed us

which is face mounted and disappears down through the

a photo of another customer who had used the sandstone wall

decking boards with a fascia covering the attachment workings

cladding as flooring so we opted to use this on the driveway

to create a seamless appearance, as well as the glass balustrade

which has become a real talking point, as it is so unusual.”

As appeared in Hunter Lifestyle Magazine December/January 2010.
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The property is situated only 70 metres from the beautiful
blue waters of the Bay and several beaches are within a short
stroll. Sunset Beach, Soldiers Point Marina and local restaurants
are only a couple of minutes’ walk from “Point Vista”.
Beachgoers can rinse off under the hot/cold outdoor shower
positioned at the side near the swimming pool on their return.
All three bedrooms on the lower level enjoy superb water
views, with doors opening onto a timber-floored viewing deck
which leads to a self-maintaining Australiana garden filled with
natives and kangaroo paw.
The main bedroom features a queen bed with walk-in
robe and a stylish en suite, complete with ceiling rain shower
and wall-mounted shower rose. The second bedroom has a
queen bed and the third is the “bunk room” for sleeping four
people in two solid-timber bunks. Cool summer breezes can
be controlled by opening panels of louvre windows.
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The main bathroom is generously proportioned and includes
a walk-in, open, fully tiled shower and unique Laufen organicshaped imported bath (the only one in Australia and well worth
the seven-month wait for it to arrive in the country). The two
hand basins are also an organic shape and the toilet lids are
soft-closing.
No expense has been spared for the laundry fit out with a
Fisher & Paykel washing machine (without a centre agitator to
allow bigger wash loads) and a Bosch condenser dryer which
reduces condensation in the laundry when drying loads.
The aim of the owners was to create a family home that
celebrates living by the water, which they can enjoy at infrequent
times. In the meantime, holidaying families seeking a haven in
which to relax, unwind and enjoy a sense of informal luxury can
enjoy every aspect of their time at “Point Vista”.

As appeared in Hunter Lifestyle Magazine December/January 2010.

POINT VISTA CONTACTS
BOOKINGS......................................................... www.stayz.com.au/79856
BAKKER HOMES............................................... Ph 4982 2625
HERITAGE BLINDS AND SHUTTERS................. Ph 4868 2777
SEASIDE CABINETS........................................... Ph 4981 9454
GRAHAM STAINLESS........................................ Ph 4956 9111
POLAR POOLS................................................... Ph 4981 9911
AUSTRALIAN ARCHITECTURAL HARDWOODS.... Ph 6562 2788
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